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President’s Message
Peter Tea will continue his lecture series at our May 2 meeting, Tuesday at 7 –
9:30 PM. If you really want to advance your knowledge and skills in developing
healthy and creative bonsai, please attend Peter’s lecture series. I participate in
a study group with Peter once a month and he has taught me so much about
developing my own bonsai collection. Much of Peter’s lecture series covers
information he provides his study group workshops. Peter’s teachings are much
in demand and the Marin Bonsai Club is extremely fortunate to have him four
times a year. A voluntary $5 donation collected for this presentation helps to
offset the lecture series cost.
I am pleased to see interest by club members to attend the third Tuesday of the
month workshop. This is an excellent opportunity to followup on the
instructional material given out at the meetings. Please commit to attending the
workshops early and be sure to RSVP so that the club knows we’ll have a
minimum of five members in attendance, otherwise we will have to cancel.
Just a reminder that our meetings and workshops start at 7 PM and go to 9:30
PM, the first and third Tuesdays of the month. I would like to call these
gatherings to order on time. We’ll take a 10minute break half way through. I
want to thank Roger Lion and Mariene Philley for bringing the delicious peanut
butter cookies for our April 4 meeting.
Update: Golden State Bonsai Federation (GSBF) Convention 41 will be held
September 14  16, 2018, at Lake Merritt. I have been appointed the Marketing
Manager for this event. Now is the time to offer your thoughts and suggestions
for this future event. I would like to see it referred to as “Bonsai Bonanza at
Lake Merritt.” You may suggest other themes. You can also help in the design
of the logo with a creative idea for combining BGLM, Lake Merritt and
Oakland’s skyscape. But don’t delay, entries are now being called for. Please
send your thoughts and suggestions to me at gwhaas@comcast.net.
http://mailchi.mp/cea01a3beb84/newsfromyourlocalbonsaiclub?e=0263b58306
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Peter Tea on May 2  7:00  9:30
At the next installment of our series of master classes with Peter Tea he
will bring back two tridents that we talked about last year. He’ll discuss what was
done, how the trees progressed during the year, and show what needs to be done in
their further development at this time of year. Peter will also bring a very bushy
Seiji Elm that’s full of branches. We will go through the tree as a group, making
some cuts and wiring part of the tree for lots of hands on this experience this time
around.
You won’t want to miss it.

April meeting recap: Ryan Nichols on bonsai pests and diseases
The Ryan Nichols presentation at our April meeting provided lots of valuable information
for keeping our bonsai healthy and growing vigorously. Ryan’s slide presentation contained
many tips and product recommendations. If your notes are incomplete, or you missed the
meeting you can read David Eichhorn’s excellent review on our website, and Ryan has
allowed us to send out copies of his presentation to any club member who would like to
have it for their personal use and files. Just email us at info@marinbonsai.org and we will
send you a PDF file to download.

Cherry Blossom Festival

Bonsai Gardens at Lake Merritt
There could hardly be a better way
to celebrate Earth Day than at the
Bonsai Gardens at Lake Merritt. The
sky was a bit overcast, but that only
made the color in the new leaves
and Spring flowers stand out more
strikingly. Many visitors were out
http://mailchi.mp/cea01a3beb84/newsfromyourlocalbonsaiclub?e=0263b58306

The 50th annual San Francisco
Cherry Blossom Festival was once
again a big success. Thanks to Jay
McDonald who put together some
great trees, Jeannette Arnold for her
lovely accent plants, and Candace
Key and Chris Ross for
organizational help and docent
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enjoying the day and, as always, it
Past Issues
was fun to introduce the trees and
the art to people new to bonsai. A
large group of children got their first
exposure to bonsai as a Pokemon
Tour made its way through the
garden. Many even pulled their eyes
away from phone screens long
enough to admire the trees. New
docent coordinator Paula Gulotta
handled the brief chaos well and we
were pleased to have opened a few
new minds to bonsai.
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appreciative and the Japanese junk
food a delightful guilty pleasure. We
could use more help next year with
the variety of trees and docents to
talk with guests. Please make a
mental reminder to save time for the
show next year.
It really is a lot of fun.

(see a photo essay of the day on our
website, marinbonsai.org)
Many thanks to Candace Key and Chris
Ross for their time and energy on our April
day. Now we need 1 or 2 people for May
27. For those of you who haven’t been to
the Gardens recently please step up and
contribute a little time to our thriving Bay
Area bonsai community. If you have never
been and need some training we are
happy to provide it!

Bonsai Garden at Lake Merritt (BGLM) is
using online crowd funding to help in
raising $100,000 for the Garden
Revitalization Opportunity (GRO) project.
At this writing, BGLM has raised 35% of
its goal. There is a ways to go yet. Please
support this effort and share with your
family, friends and others. This is the first
major project at the BGLM since it opened
its gate in 1999. Stop by BGLM and see
for yourself the progress that is being
made under the GRO project. To donate,
visit
https://www.youcaring.com/gsbfbonsaigar
denatlakemerritt742808.
See photos of some of the new features
and benches in the above mentioned
photo essay.
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There is a terrific bonsai show
coming up on May 2021, presented
by the Bay Area Satsuki Aikokai
club. This is the most colorful, and
some would argue, beautiful, bonsai
show you will see all year with
azaleas in dozens of varieties in full
bloom. There will be vendors and
member sales, demonstrations and
advice for your trees offered all day
long. This is a wonderful show to
take your nonbonsai friends
to because, as the postcard says,
“It’s All About the Flowers”. Check
out the details at
satsukiazaleabonsai.org.
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